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Second City to perform
at Homecoming concert
Second City, the Chicago-based troupe known for
its zany blend of topical comedy sketches, will perform at Rose's homecoming concert.
Reserve tickets for seats located on the floor of
Shook Memorial Fieldhouse are $5, with bleacher
seats costing $4. Tickets will go on sale Monday at
the Hulman Memorial Union.
Second City, North America's oldest comedy
troupe, helped launch the careers of Alan Alda,
Shelly Long, Joan Rivers, John Belushi, Bill Murray
and Gilda Radner. It also served as a forerunner of
NBC's "Saturday Night Live" late night television
show.
The troupe has two touring companies in the
United States.
From its beginnings in 1959, Second City has utilized six or seven actors on an empty stage to present
topical comedy sketches. Using few props or costumes, the ensemble lampoons our modern political,
social land cultural lives.
The show is presented by the Student Activities
Board.

THE SECOND CITY TOURING COMPANY — Bottom row, left to right: Aliza Shalowitz, Tom
Hanigan, Jenna Jolovitz, Lou Saliba, Tom Purcell. Top row, left to right: Rob Kolson, Charlie
Hartsock.

NSF Graduate Fellowship competition begins, $12,900 grants available
The National Science Foundation recently announced its annual Graduate Fellowship
competition.
NSF Graduate Fellowships are
intended for students at or near
the beginning of their graduate
study in science or engineering.
Students selected for awards in
the 1990-91 NSF Graduate
Fellowship competition, conducted for NSF by the National
Research Council, will receive
stipends of $12,900 for a 12-month
fellowship tenure.
The cost-of-education allowance to the institution chosen by
the Fellow for graduate study

will be $6,000 in lieu of all tuition
costs and assessed fees.
In this fellowship competition,
panels of eminent scientists and
engineers are appointed by the
National Research Council to
evaluate fellowship applications
on the basis of ability.
Final selection of fellows will
be made by NSF, with awards to
be announced in March 1990.
NSF plans to award approximately 850 new three-year
Graduate Fellowships to individuals who have demonstrated ability and special aptitude for advanced training in science and engineering.

Graduate School Seminar Today
A graduate school seminar is being held throughout today at
the Hulman Memorial Union. This afternoon individual and
small group meetings are scheduled from 1 - 4 p.m. Meetings
will take place in the WORX, the Reading Room, the Music
Room, the Performing Arts Room, and the Alumni Room.
Juniors and seniors are strongly encouraged to attend these
information sessions.
Represented graduate schools with their representative are
listed below:
University of Cincinnati - Robert Jenkins
Clemson University - Charles Gooding
University of Illinois - H.G. Wenzel
Michigan State University - Bruce Wilkinson
University of Missouri-Rolla - Earl Richards
Notre Dame University - John Uhran
University of Michgan - Gene Smith
Purdue University - Dwight Senser
Iowa State University - James Rowings
University of Toledo - R.K Irey
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute - Edward Maby

Scholarship established in memory of Greg Lecher
A scholarship fund in memory
of former Rose-Hulman alumnus
Greg Lecher, who died July 22,
has been established at Union
Bank and Trust in Greensburg.
Lecher graduated in May with
a degree in mechanical engineering and was employed with Howard, Needles, Tammen and
Bergendoff architects in Indiana-

polis at the time of his death.
Contributions made to the fund
will be used to establish a Greg
Lecher Memorial Scholarship at
Marian College in Indianapolis.
Persons wishing to make a
donation are asked to send their
contribution to Union Bank and
Trust, 201 North Broadway,
Greensburg, IN 47240.

Air Force ROTC hosts field day
This past Saturday, Air Force
ROTC hosted its semi-annual
field day and barbecue. The 170
students and staff participated in
a day full of sports and activities
that foster teamwork and espirit

de corps. Culminating the day's
activities, a barbecue was had
for all to enjoy. Another field day
is planned for the spring. It is
open to all students interested in
Air Force ROTC.

The new fellowships awarded
in March 1990 will be for maximum tenured periods of three
years and are subject to availability of funds and to sustained
academic progress.
The fellowships will be
awarded for study and research
in science, engineering leading
to master's or doctoral degrees
in the mathematical, physical,
biological, engineering and social sciences as well as the history and philosophy of science.
Awards are also made available for work toward a researchbased Ph.D. in science education
that requires a science competence comparable to that for

Ph.D. candidates in those disciplines.
Awards will not be made in
clinical and business fields, in
other education programs,in history or in social work. Also excluded will be work leading to
medical, dental, law or public
health degrees.
Eligibility is limited to those
who have completed no more
than 30 quarter hours of graduate study in the field to be supported by the program.
Applicants will be expected to
take the Graduate Record Examinations (GRE) designed to
measure the developed abilities
as well as achievement in par-

ticular fields of study. The examinations, administered by the
Educational Testing Service, will
be given on Dec. 9, 1989 at designated centers throughout the
country.
The foundation will pay for
Dec. test fees if the NSF application is the primary purpose for
taking the examination.
The deadline for submission of
applications for the NSF Graduate Fellowships will be November 9, 1989. Further information
and application materials may
be obtained from the Fellowship.
Office, National Research Council, 2101 Constitution Avenue,
Washington, D.C. 20418.

Test
score woes
SAT: Scores fall, 'disappointing'
(CPS) — Years of slow progress by women and minority
students on the Scholastic
Aptitude test (SAT) stalled
during the last school year,
results released earlier this
month.
Average combined scores of
the SAT, sponsored by The
College Board and administered by the Educational
Testing Service in Princeton,
N.J., dropped a point from
last year to 903.
Male test-takers averaged
934, a point higher than last
year, but women's combined
scores dipped two points to
875. Non-white students,
although they scored 881, 11
points higher than last year's
average, still trailed white
students, who improved 2
points to 937.
Black test-takers fared the
worst, averaging 737, the
same as last year.

U.S. Education Secretary
Lauro Cavazos called the results "disheartening at the
end of a decade marked by
substantial educational reform efforts."
The latest scores "prove
that the College Board and
ETS have failed to address
the issue of bias," said Bob
Schaeffer, co-author of Standing Up to the SAT, a newly
published book by the Massachusetts-based watchdog
group FairTest.
"The SAT is simply not a
level playing field for women
and minorities."
College board president
Donald Stewart blamed the
disparities on differing educational opportunities: "Score
differences among ethnic
groups and between men and
women reflect wide disparities in academic preparation,
or lack of it."

Cavazos

American Indians suffered
the biggest drop among ethnic
groups, averaging a cornbined 812, down 9 points on
the verbal section and 7 on the
math.
The best gain was by Puerto Ricans, who rose 5 points
on the verbal to 360, and 4 on
the math to 406.
The national averages have
changed little over the past
several years, though blacks,
Hispanics and AsianAmericans have gained
ground, even though their
scores still trail overall averages.
Observers in past years
have attributed yearly variations in scores to everything
from the percentage of high
school seniors taking the test,
the size of test-takers' families, the school reform movement and even atmospheric
nuclear testing.

ACT: Mirroring SAT, showing decline
Between
(CPS) — The American College Test (ACT) scores of this
year's freshmen dipped
slightly in 1989, the group that
administers the test said
earlier this month.
Students taking the ACT in
1989 averaged 18.6, two-tenths
of a point lower than the average of 18.8, which in turn was
one-tenth of a point higher
than the 1987 average.
This test is administered by
American College Testing in
Iowa City, Iowa.

1980 and 1989, the
average scores have varied
between 18.3 and 18.8. The
highest score on ACT is 30.
"Although the average ACT
scores have fluctuated a
small amount from year to
year, they are about the same
level as 10 years ago, even
though more students are taking the ACT assessment than
ever before," said ACT President Richard Ferguson.
In 1§89, 855,171 students
took the test, 1 percent more
than in 1988. The ACT is the

predominant college admission test in 28 states.
Averages for minority
scores have been slightly increasing. Asian Americans
were the only minorities who
improved their scores in 1989.
Men scored higher than
women in all areas except
English, where women score
more than a point higher than
men. ACT officials say that
the gender gap has narrowed
in the past decade because
more women are taking core
courses.
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Campus Life

RA Spotlight:
Rob Muenzenberger

Rob Muenzenberger, RA
Skinner Hall
Rob Muenzenberger is an applied optics mathematics major
from Sussex, Wisconsin. More
importantly, though, he is a Resident Assistant in Skinner Hall.
When Rob is not wearing his
cape and suit with the big 'S' on
his chest, he could be a mild
mannered German Club President, a member of Pi Mu Epsilon, Pep Band, or of St. Mary's of
the Woods Orchestra. His most
frequent disguise, however, is
his position as Paula Abdul fan
extraordinaire.
As German Club President,
Rob is trying to restore the club
to the full grandeur it enjoyed in
the past. Plans for this year include a picnic, movies, parties,
and a trip to Cincinnati.
Rob chose applied optics as his
major because of his great interest in physics and the current demand for those qualified in the
optics field. He is also getting his

math major to provide a solid
base for his optics degree.
Rob, who was a Sophomore
Advisor last year, applied for the
RA position because he really enjoys helping people and feels that
as an RA he is in a perfect position to do so. He believes that the
most important parts of being an
RA are to get students involved
in campus activities and to be
there to help students to deal
with any problems that might
arise. His favorite recollections
of residential life include the
creation of Deming I's hall tennis and of staying up late into the
morning helping freshmen with
calculus.
When asked what he felt about
Skinner Hall, Rob replied "It is
by far the best hall on campus."
To support this he stated that nowhere else on campus do you get
the mix of freshmen and upperclassmen as is found in Skinner Hall. This mix provides a
more spirited environment
where residents learn to rely on
each other more than they do in
other halls. He also says that the
opportunity to have five roommates is another big advantage.
Rob feels that the biggest
change that Rose-Hulman should
make is to become a co-ed institution. This he feels would produce a better socially oriented
student and more importantly
might enable him to room with
Paula Abdul.
Rob has big plans for after
graduation. These include driving a Porsche 911, owning a
cabin in the woods, and having a
big dog. Judging from his
effectiveness in dealing with people and in academics, I am sure
Rob will at least get his big dog.
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Mansfield room rat Greg Fisher: Social stimulation through electronic companionship

COLLEGE
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A life form evolves: The roomrat
Deb Nowicki, a resident advisby Dacia Dorries
(CPS) — There are 2,900 stu- er at Mansfield, noticed her students at Mansfield University in dents' behavior changed, though
Pennsylvania, but not many of not a severely as Maresco
them are venturing out to join claimed.
"They more of less stay on the
student activities any more.
They aren't even getting as far floor, but they do get out of their
she said.
rooms,"
tv
the
as
dorm
rooms
their
from
"This is a sign of things to
lounge.
They are, some college offi- come," Maresco said. "It's incials believe, harbingers of a evitable that many campuses
new breed of student being will face this phenomenon in the
hatched nationwide, the future because students are
accidental result of the arrival of basically the same everywhere."
Already, cable tv is in high decable television and microcomputers on America's cam- mand among students. The universities of Miami, Oklahoma,
puses: the "room rat."
"Numbers of students who Arizona, Kentucky, South Carolistay in their rooms — room rats na, Michigan, West Florida, as
— seem to be on the rise," Said well as Stanford and Marquette
Joseph A. Maresco, MU's vice universities, among scores of
others, have brought cable propresident for student affairs.
Other well-wired campuses re- gramming to students in recent
port similar problems getting years.
Others like Clarkson Universistudents away from their dorm
room computers and MTV and ty, Stevens Institute of Technoloand Texas A&M Universities
gy
student
out to join intramural,
government and other activities,
but they seem to be taking it less "It's ok if they take
seriously than Mansfield is.
Mansfield's problem began in 'lots of Vitamin C.'"
1987, when it became the first
have, like Mansfield, re-wired
campus in Pennsylvania's 14their dorms to let students plug
member State System of Higher
their computers into campusEducation to install cable tv
wide networks.
hookups in each room. The
Yet few have noticed — or will
rooms also connect students to
admit noticing — that the new
voice mail and the university's
technologies may have changed
mainframe computer system.
students' social habits.
Last year an estimated 35 per"There will always be that perresidents
800
dorm
cent of MU's
centage of students who won't
brought a tv with them, and a
come out (of their dorm
smaller number brought their
rooms)," said Bob Clay, Univercomputers with them. too.
sity of Kentucky's dorm director.
The result was the birth of the
At Northwest Missouri State
room rat.
University (NMSU), which
"We first noticed the impact in
claims
to be "the first electronic
said.
the tv lounges," Maresco
campus" in the U.S., "there are
"They used to be the focal point
some reports that students are
for students. All of a sudden they
spending a great deal of time in
weren't. Then we noticed there
their rooms on the computer,"
wasn't the same degree of insaid Dean of Students Phil
teraction among students on
Hayes.
each floor."

The Rose Thorn welcomes letters or
comments from readers. Articles, ideas,
and announcements are also desired. In
view of length constraints, we reserve the
right to limit the lengths of comments and
use excerpts from letters. All submitted
material must be signed. All material
should be submitted the Monday prior to
publication.
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

CiD Subscriber

Hey! Paul just got another'care' package:

"But if it wasn't there, they'd
be doing the some thing in the library," Hayes speculated.
Students also don't seem too
alarmed by the phenomenon.
Mansfield sophomore Matt Watkins reported, "You can just

"Students are probably getting social stimulation through electronic mail."
walk by (a dorm room) and hear
a tv and four for five people. But
there are enough other things to
do than just sit and watch tv."
NMSU students can use their
dorm computers to write, communicate on an electronic mail
system, read the student newspaper and consult an encyclopedia and dictionary, but "students
don't spend a lot of time in their
rooms," said NMSU sophomore
Greg Thompson.
"I would hope, though, that if
(a room rat) pattern is emerging, and RA would identify the
person so that someone could
talk to him," Hayes said.
At the same time, the university doesn't have much right to tell
students that they can't spend
time in their room, added Hayes.
"If they say,,I really prefer to
stay in my room,' there isn't
much that we can do about it."
In fact, there isn't much negative about staying in one's room,
added Michael Cunningham, a
social psychology professor at
the University of Louisville.
"It's clear that somebody who
avoids people has problems,"
Cunningham observed. Yet if a
student is hacking on dorm room
computers in pursuit of good
grades, he or she "is making a
wise choice that probably should
be emulated."
Besides, Cunningham added,
students probably are "getting
social stimulation through
electronic mail."
Marquette University researchers Bill McCartney and
Dennis Jones monitored 248 students to see if cable tv affected
their grades in 1988-89, and found
there was no decrease in gradepoint averages even among students who watch more that 20
hours a week of tv.
To be on the safe side, however, Cunningham advised that
room rats "should be taking lots
of vitamin C because they aren't
outdoors enough."
Maresco said Mansfield is trying to draw room rats out to their
dorms by selling campus activities harder to them.
Rodney Andrews, student government president at Mansfield,
said the aggressive programming is working. Last semester,
nearly 300 students went out for
intramural volleyball, he reported.
"You just have to try harder,"
Maresco said. "We're in the
marketing business now. We
can't just schedule any old activity and expect students to show
up."
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National News

Bennett takes war on drugs to college campuses
(CPS) — Following up President George Bush's declaration
of a "war on drugs" earlier this
month, William Bennett, Bush's
"Drug Czar," threatened to cut
off financial aid to students who
go to colleges that don't have
"tough" anti-drug policies.
Concerns about the student's
privacy as well as a sheer shortage of campus manpower, however, led some observers to believe a big national crackdown
on student drug users probably
won't happen in the near future.
Colleges already have to have
anti-drug programs in place.
Bennett says he wants them stiffened.
Bennett defined "tough" as a
program like that in Ann Arundel County, Maryland, where
schools expel any students
caught selling drugs. Students
caught consuming the stuff are
suspended, and then turned over
to the police.
Bennett, head of the U.S. Department of Education during
the Reagan administration and
now director of the National
Drug Council Control Policy Office, said the goal of the program

was to prevent straight students
from slipping "down a slippery
slope of drug use" and, for others, "to get them to stop."
To get federal college loans
and grants, students already
have to sign a statement that
they don't or won't use illicit
drugs.
Their school officials, moreover, already are required to have
anti-drug "programs" in place.
However, the Education Dept.,
which oversees most federal college programs, has few formal
rules for what constitutes an acceptable "anti-drug program."
The definition of an acceptable
program was so loose when Bennett rushed the requirement into
law in 1987 that Ron Bucknam,
then the Education Dept.'s drug
prevention director quipped that
"a school's (anti-drug) program
could consist of a college dean
standing on the campus quad at
night shouting 'Don't do drugs!'
if that's what the college wants."
In April, an anonymous
"speech writer" further confused the definition of just how
the federal government wanted

Tuition could decrease if
colleges operated like businesses
(CPS) — Tuition would not
go up as fast if colleges were
run more like businesses, a
panel of 19 "education specialists" contended in midSeptember.
"What needs to happen in
American higher education is
no different than what needs
to happen in American industry, and is in fact happening: becoming meaner, a little meaner," said Robert
Zemsky, directory of the
Higher Education Research
program and head of the panel.
Zemsky's group, which was
sponsored by the Pew Charitable Trusts, said efficiency
probably dictates closing
some colleges and forcing others to drop certain programs.
"It will be painful. It will be
difficult, but it is in higher

education's best interest,"
Zemsky said.
Zemsky's group, for example, suggested closing
campuses that have low enrollment, which it likened to
"outmoded military installations, both a drag on the personal economy and a misuse
of scarce public funds."
The report also recommended reversing the 30-year
trend toward campuses offering a wide variety of courses.
Zemsky wants schools to
scrap their smaller programs, and invest in their
most successful ones. For example, a small liberal arts
college may have to decide to
cut its graduate programs. A
university might invest more
heavily in its science courses
while abolishing less popular
curricula.

colleges to enforce anti-drug rule
by inserting in a scheduled
speech by current Education
Sec. Lauro Cavazos a proposal to
have students surreptitiously inform the government if their
classmates were using drugs.
Cavazos quickly backed off the
proposal before delivering the
speech, but not before the prepared text had been released to
the press.
Making Bennett's Sept. 5 proposal to expel certain students
would also pose legal prolems for campuses, some
observers said. Would students
accused of selling drugs on campus be expelled even before they
go to trial in the years after being arrested? Would a student
who used marijuana suffer the
same penalty as one who sold
crack?
North Dakota state University
(NDSU), for one, already has
"rules to prohibit drugs and alcohol on campus," said Nona Wood
of NDSU's student affairs office.
Wood added "penalties depend
on the severity" of the offense,
and may range "all the way
from warning to expulsion."
"We've kicked students out of
school for drug use," said Joan

Newman, legal counsel for the
five-campus Montana University
System. "However, they
wouldn't be expelled from school
before (getting) due process."
American Civil Liberties
Union director Ira Glasser called
Bennett's ideas "counterproductive and cynical" proposals that
"attempt to fool the public into
believing that prohibition can
work, when all the evidence
shows that it cannot."
No one, moreover, foresaw
major campus efforts to track
down drug-using students,
regardless of the proposed new

financial aid requirement.
"If we have problems with
drugs, we go outside to the city
police or sheriff. The campus
here just doesn't have enough
(police officers)" to monitor student drug use closely, reported
Charles Goon, director of university police at McNeese State University in Louisiana.
At Oklahoma State University,
security Director Everett Eaton
added, "I don't know that it will
affect large public institutions
such as OSU because we have
such strong drug and crime prevention programs already."

KSU clamps down on frosh visitation
(CPS) — In what may be the
strictest version of a nationwide
trend toward limiting how students may use their dorm rooms,
Kentucky State University freshmen have been told they can no
longer have friends of the opposite sex visit their dorm
rooms. At any time.
St. Joseph's College in Maine,
the State University of New York
at Binghamton, North Carolina
State University and the University of South Carolina, among
others, have restricted dorm
room visits, but do allow them
during most hours of the day.
KSU decided to stop all
opposite-sex visits this fall as a
way to help freshmen to "acclimate" themselves to college life,
explained spokesman Joseph
Burgess.
KSU officials hope the e rule
will cut the number of freshmen
who end up on academic probation, and that it will make the
dorms more secure. A KSU student was reportedly raped in her
dorm room during the 1988-89
school year.

The new students, Burgess
claims, don't mind the rule,
since they've never experienced
"open visitation" before.
"There's very little outward indication of displeasure."
"It's not fair," said displeased
student James Morgan. "Everybody should have the same privileges."
A lot of his friends don't like it
either, he added. "Just because
we're freshmen doesn't mean we
can't handle (open visitation)."
Everyone under 21 has to live
in the dorms at KSU's Frankfort
campus. Sophomores, juniors
and seniors can have oppositesex visitors on week nights from
6 p.m. to 11 p.m. On Friday and
Saturday, visits are allowed
from noon to 2 a.m.
The student handbook says
open visitation is a privilege and
is for the purpose of "encouraging wholesome social and academic development."
Students can be expelled if
they violate dorm rules, which
forbid "unauthorized residence
entry after visiting hours" and

"rape or sexual intercourse in a
residence ball room."
KSU also cut visiting hours
during Homecoming weekend for
all dorm students. In previous
years, dorm residents had a 72hour open visitation period during Homecoming weekend.
That rule has been revoked in
part because of last years's rape
incident. The five men accused
of raping a student in her room
we acquitted of the charges.
KSU students aren't the only
ones who dislike the changes.
At Boston University, where
officials have begun limiting the
number of times students can
have friends stay overnight in
the dorms and completely banning overnight stays by mem-bers of the opposite sex, students
have protested with angry
marches, petition drives and appeals to the media.
At the University of South
Carolina, only 27 out of a class of
about 2,800 incoming freshmen
have signed up for 675 dorm
rooms set aside as no-overnightguest rooms.

Levi's says '60s craze is over, but students haven't heard
by Amy Hudson
(CPS) — Sixties music may
still be in concert halls, the sixties fashion craze that afflicted
many campuses last year is supposed to be over.
Levi Strauss & Co., the giant
San Francisco-based jeans manufacturer, said the trend's epitaph is found in the results of its
survey of 1,400 collegians on 10
U.S. and four foreign campuses.
Asked what looks were "not
in," 83 percent of those polled
listed sixties-style looks such as
bell bottoms, peace signs and
smiley faces as stuff not to be
seen in.
Even tie-dyed t-shirts are losing favor, asserts Levi's
spokeswoman Debbie Gasparini.
"Clearly, college kids aren't
making or buying them."
But it seems lots of them haven't gotten the message from
Levi's yet.
"In Chapel Hill, (the sixties
look has) never gone. You see a
lot of it around," said Billy Dillon, manager of Beach Connection, a surfing shop popular
among students from the University of North Carolina (UNC).
"Plenty of people wear tie-

dyed clothes," added Nicole
Breck, a Connecticut College
Senior.

tures.
Fashion is a way to ease into
different sorts of cultures," he
mused. "It's a playful way of
dealing with things."

And at the University of Maryland in College Park,"There are
still tie-dyes running around,"
reported senior Keith Paul.
"Patches, the Deadhead look,
peace symbols... there's a lot of
that on this campus," added
senior Dana Rudnick, who works
at University Boutique, a popular Maryland haunt.
"There's a certain fascination
among students with the sixties," observed James Combs, a
professor of politics and pop culture at Valparaiso University in
Indiana. "A lot of them wished
they lived through it, although
very few people look good in it."
The Levi's 501 Report, conducted by the Roper Organization, indicates that collegians regard backpacks, stereos and, of
course, blue jeans, as their most
essential possessions.
T-shirts, black colored clothing, leather jackets and miniskirts also rate high.
Foreign students from Milan,
Paris, Tokyo and Toronto, included for the first time in the
annual survey, had strikingly

Fashion Controversy: A Levis survey found that the sixties style (at oght) a defirstely -not trt' and that
students are dressing in jeans But campus stores soy lots at students are daOaag a 'nOs 'Jarb
C0111. MESS SERVICE.A STRAUSS CO
L/A11 AAA...AA
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counterparts.
The only differences were how
their clothes fit and what sort of
accessories they chose. Americans like it loose and casual,
while the foreign choice is for a
tighter tailoring and dressier
accessories.
"Kids in Europe are trying to
look American," Gasparini concluded.

Nevertneiess, ciotning store
managers near campuses predict many fashion-conscious students will try to take on an "ethnic look" this year with Guatemalan belts, Israeli jewelry, exotic beads and anything that looks
like if came from somewhere
else.
Combs guessed it reflects the
changing mixture of America's
"melting pot" and the growing
fascination with different cul-

But it's really mysterious why
they pick up on certain things
and not others."
University of Idaho students
are picking up on "the New Age
look," wearing lots of flowery
clothes, says Ana Pean of Rock
Bottom, an off-campus shop.
Also big are jackets styled after
the World War I chemical warfare coats, which students like to
pair with baggy jeans.
Baggy clothes are a hit at
UNC, too, says the Beach
Connections's Dillon. "We have
90-pound girls coming in to buy
extra large sweatshirts all the
time."
Yet at Maryland, baggy
clothes are fading fast. "There
comes a time when you say 'I'm
tired of looking like a sack of
potatoes,'" Rudnick says.
Instead, more tailored clothes
are coming into favor, "especially as you get older and
have to start thinking about a
business wardrobe," Rudnick explained.
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Julia Barnes is the daughter of Richard and Jacqueline Barnes, from
Bloomington, Indiana. She is currently a Junior at Indiana State University
majoring in Child Development with a minor in Family Life Education. She is
an active member in Alpha Phi sorority and is currently their intramural director. She has participated in many Intramural Sports and activities at Rose.
Someday she hopes that her ability to work well with children will allow her to
open a day care center or teach first grade.

Lucinda Dawn Carothers is a junior psychology major at Indiana State University. Lucinda, who likes to be called Cindy, is the only daughter of William
and Linda Carothers, residents of Columbus, Indiana. She also has two brothers, Curtis (22) and Ross (18). Cindy was raised in the country and enjoys being
outside. She likes to water and snow ski, and has also been involved in various
activities, including softball, cheerleading, choir, weight training, and modeling. She also enjoys fishing, horseback riding and playing the piano. She likes
spending time with younger children. Cindy plans to obtain a Master of Science
degree in Adolescent psychology, and thereafter to become a youth counselor.

Hi! My name is Sheila Lorraine Bishop. I am twenty-one years old and my
hometown is Mooresville, Indiana. My parents are Conley Bishop and Dolly
Austin. I have two sisters; one is a school teacher and the other is a Delta
Airlines flight attendant.
I am currently a Junior at Indiana University majoring in Criminal Justice.
When I'm not in classes or studying I practice with the Redsteppers. This is my
first year as a Redstepper for I.U. and I love it. I'm also a Sales Representative
for Ups-n-Downs at the College Mall in Bloomington. My future plans include
attending law school at Indiana University and eventually having a big family.

Nicole Lane Johnson is currently a freshman at Indiana State University
where she is majoring in Marketing. Nicole is from Syracuse, Indiana where
she was a student at Wawasee High School. While in high school she ran cross
country and track, and played varsity basketball. Nicole was a very active
member of drama club, the debating team and S.A.D.D. Her involvement in
S.A.D.D. included helping to bring that organization to her school. Presently
Nicole is involved in the American Marketing Association at I.S.U. Her Hobbies
include water skiing, down hill skiing, bicycle riding, aerobics and traveling.
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The men of Phi Gamma Delta are proud to present their 1989 homecoming
queen candidate, Miss Jamie McCormick. A native of Goshen, Indiana, Jamie
is a junior at St.-Mary-of-the-Woods College majoring in Journalism and Public
Relations with a minor in Marketing. During her three years at St. Mary's, she
has been an Admissions Ambassador for two years, the Assistant Director of
the Renaissance Faire, and a Rose-Hulman Cheerleader. Jamie's high school
activities include cheerleading and track, of which she was a four year varsity
participant.
In her spare times Jamie enjoys photography, swimming, water skiing, and
spending time with children and friends. Jamie is eagerly anticipating meeting
new people during her campaign for homecoming queen.

Lena 'Commander' Shamanina is a fifth-year twenty-three year old radiophysics student at the University of Kharkov in the Ukrainina Republic of the
Soviet Union. For the last two summers she has been the Commander (the
highest ranking person) of a brigade of student workers from her university.
This last summer she led her student work team to Moscow where the team
worked on a construction project building a vegetable storage and processing
facility. Commander Shamanina was assigned the responsibility of hosting and
looking after Rose-Hulman students. Besides all this Lena Shamanina is one of
the most beautiful women in the Soviet Union, or in the words of the Associated
Press photographer who met her, "a real fox."

The men of Sigma Nu are proud to present Miss Julia Lynne Reeves, the
daughter of Randy and Roseann Price. Julia attended Lebanon High School in
Lebanon, Indiana where she was a four year varsity cheerleader and captain
her senior year. Miss Reeves' other activities and achievements include being a
member of the varsity tennis team and recipient of the Mental Attitude Award
as a senior. She also served as the Junior class president, was crowned Junior
Prom Queen, was a member of the 1988 homecoming queen court, and is the
reigning Miss Boone County Fair Queen.
Some of Julia's interests include: aerobics, jogging, weight training, and water sports.
This blonde haired blue eyed freshman is currently attending Indiana State
University where she majors in Fashion Merchandising. Upon graduation Julia
plans to open her own fashion boutique.
The men of Alpha Tau Omega proudly submit our candidate for Homecoming
Queen 1989, Miss Stephanie Shipp. Previously crowned Miss Teen of Indiana,
Miss Shipp has also been an Indiana State Homecoming queen Candidate, ISU
Phi Psi Ring Girl, and model at several department stores. A Rose-Hulman and
ISU cheerleader, our beautiful 21 year old senior majors in Child Development
and Family Life with a minor in Sociology at Indiana State University. She will
apply her degree and caring personality to work with children. For fun, Stephanie enjoys water skiing, shopping and of course cheerleading and modeling.
Stephanie is the daughter of Stephen and Martha Shipp of Brazil, Indiana.

Precious Dell Root is a senior majoring in Music Education at Indiana State
University. She has received numerous academic awards and scholarships including the prestigious IEMEA Scholarship, which is awarded to only one mu
sic student in the state. Precious is also quite active on the Indiana State campus, serving as president of Student Advisory Board and vice-president of the
Indiana Music Teacher Association.
A very enthusiastic and concerned young lady, Precious describes herself as
one who wants "to make a difference." Upon completion of her undergraduate
work, she would like to pursue an MA in Music, become a music teacher, and,
possibly, own her own studio.
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Shawn Ferron enjoys leadership role

Shawn Ferron
The list of honors RoseHulman place-kicker Shawn Ferron has accumulated during the
last four years might read like a
"Who's Who" list for a small college scholar athlete.
For starters, the Corralitos,
Calif., native joined scholarathletes from the University of
Chicago, Case Western Reserve
University and Carnegie Mellon
University on the college division's 1988 GTE Academic AllAmerican team.

Add an honorable mention kickers in the small-college
selection on the 1988 Pizza Hut ranks. He has scored 111 points
Division III All-American team since becoming Rose-Hulman's
— along with numerous all- kicker in 1987. Ferron has been
conference honors — and Ferron successful on 60 extra points and
has already gathered quite an 17 of 26 (66 percent) field goals.
impressive gridiron resume.
In the classroom, the 1986 ApHowever, the senior mechani- tos High School graduate has
cal engineering major values maintained a 3.71 grade point
selection as one of the Engi- average. He is presently taking
neers' three captr.ins as his most 16 hours of classes covering a
cherished honor. You see, the ti- wide range of academic areas:
tle of captain isn't taken lightly. vibrations analysis, engineering
It shows the respect his team- design, microprocessing and anmates have for Ferron's leader- thropology. He also spends four
ship skills — on and off the play- hours each week in campus laboratory studies.
ing field.
That makes for several long
And, its's not an honor usually
days . . . and sleepless nights.
bestowed upon a place-kicker.
in class from 9 a.m. to
"I'm
"This is the first time I've
known of a place-kicker who was 3:20 p.m. each day," said Ferchosen team captain. However, ron. "Football practice lasts
it just shows the high regard the from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m., and after
team has for Shawn as a player dinner, I don't begin to study unand friend. He's a model — on til 8:30 p.m. each weeknight . . .
"It can get pretty hectic, esand off the field," said Coach
pecially when I've got several
Scott Duncan.
On the field, Ferron ranks as tests. As a rule, I try to get to
one of the most prolific place- sleep by midnight."

Ferron would like to utilize his
mechanical engineering skills to
design high-efficient automatic
engines. He has spent the past
two summers working as a quality control inspector and manufacturing engineer intern with
Icore International Co. of Sunnyvale, Calif.
"I'm continuously fascinated
by what I'm learning about
engineering. It's a lot of hard
work, but I'm not one to shy
away from a challenge," he said.
Yes, Ferron has been something of an overachiever at RoseHulman. His name has appeared
on the college's dean's list for the
past nine academic quarters.
And, he's considered one of the
nation's top Division III placekickers.
"I've always had a strong leg
and I thought kicking was exciting," said Ferron, who expressed no problems with new
rules limiting the use of kicking
tees this season. "Everyone that
comes to Rose-Hulman is smart
and equal in many abilities," he

said. "However, there are people
that want to work and those that
don't. I just set my priorities and
worked toward those goals."
That includes being a leader of
the 1989 Rose-Hulman team.
"I consider myself a visible
leader. I'm a cheerleader on the
sidelines. I try to boost the players' spirits as they come off the
field," Ferron said. "I know I
don't make a lot of tackles (he
has made one unassisted tackle
in his collegiate career) but I
still want to be thought of as a
member of the team.
"Football is a team sport.
There's no 'I' in the word 'team.'
I couldn't do my job without a lot
of assistance — a center to snap
the ball and someone to hold it,"
he said. "I'd like to think they
couldn't get along without me,
too. After all, special teams are
a third part of the game. They
can mean the difference between
winning and losing."
And, Ferron has definitely proven himself to be a winner.

Speth would rather be anonymous leader
Success is catching up with
Rose-Hulman strong safety Pat
Speth. And, the Peru native isn't
overly pleased about it.
It all started last fall, when the
5-foot-10, 170-pound senior received All-College Athletic Conference honors after ranking
among the league's top tacklers.
Then, Speth's name appeared on
preseason NCAA Division III AllAmerican teams selected by editors of College Preview and
Football Gazette magazines. If
that wasn't enough, he was the
top vote-getter at defensive back
on the Indiana Collegiate Athletic Conference's 1989 preseason
all-league team.
All this attention rather
embarrasses Speth.
"I got lucky last year," says
Speth, whose good fortune has
brought him team-high 27 tackles in the Engineers' first two
games. He had 13 tackles in the
FIRST half alone in last Saturday's game against Hanover
College.

every game.
"I'm just having a lot of fun ...
When I'm older, these (preseason) honors will be nice to reflect upon, but now I just want to
play and win games. I can't wait
for the Saturdays when I can do
my thing," Speth said.
The two-year letterman believes he's not the Engineer's'
fastest defensive player; not the
team's hardest tackler; and
definitely not the strongest player. So what's the secret behind
his success?
"I'm just lucky," Speth admits
modestly.
Other college football players
would like to enjoy such good fortune.
"I like being around the ball
and stick my head in the middle
of the action," the civil engineering major said. "I like to roam
around and see what happens."

"I'd rather stay anonymous,"
says the former Peru High
School football, wrestling, and
track athlete. "I want the opposing teams to continue testing me

Yes, Speth might be viewed as
a pesky mosquito to an opposing
offense. On one play, the twoyear varsity letterman is intercepting a pass 15 yards away
from the line of scrimmage. A
minute later, he is chasing down
a tailback for a three-yard loss.
Sometimes it seems like Speth
is involved somehow in every

COLLEGE/CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE

play.
"Pat has an uncanny ability to
always be around the ball," said
Rose-Hulman Defensive Coordinator Russ Mollet. whose team
(1-1-1) is preparing to play the
University of Chicago on Saturday. "Last year, he became so
well known as a blitzing safety
that opposing teams started to
focus on where No. 5 (Speth's
number) was on the field. Then,
they'd direct their plays away
from his side of the field."
In his own words, Speth estimates he had a "good" year in
1988, ranking second among
Rose-Hulman's defensive players in interceptions (5) and quarterback sacks (3). He ranked
third in tackles (72) and passes
broken up (5), while also
recovering one fumble and tack-

ling three opposing runners behind the line of scrimmage.
"Last year, we really didn't
know all of Pat's abilities. Now
that we do, we're always finding
new ways to utilize his talents
and defensive instincts," Mollet
said.
Peru Exchange Club's 1986
Student of the Year chose to attend Rose-Hulman because of its
outstanding reputation of educating tomorrow's top engineers
and physical scientists.
"Civil engineering is a very interesting field. The education
I've received at Rose-Hulman
will prepare me very well for a
future in whatever career I
might choose," said Speth, son of
Pete and Annie Speth of 1364
Tam-O-Shanter St. in Peru.
"I wanted a small-college

Being a Marine Corps Officer can open the door to opportunities
you may have thought were beyond your reach. It helped Marine
Officer(Juries Bolden become a NASA astronaut. And if you're
willing to make the commitment,it axild help you also. You can
get started while you're in college with our Platoon Leaders
Class program. You could take
advantage ofgetting
•$100 a month while in school
•Freshmen and Sophomores train
during two six-week summer sessions each paying more than $1200

Pat Speth
environment, a chance to continue my football career, and a
great education. The way I see
it, I was kind of lucky," he said.
Yes Pat Speth seems to have
found his pot of gold.

•Juniors train in one ten-week summer session and earn
more than $21(X)
•Free civilian tying lessons
•A starting salary of more than $20,000
Immediately upon graduation you could become a Marine
Officer. It's your choice.
I_Maybe you're the kind of
for
loo
Man we're king .

We wantyou
togoasfar
asyou can.

Ife're"kingfrakwgjami•

Earn Top $
FLEXIBLE • FUN
ENJOYABLE • REWARDING
GROSS UP TO $20,000 PER YEAR
By Helping Friends Receive Grants/Scholarships

FOR INFO PLEASE CALL:(213) 967-2115
A. GARSEAU, Student Services

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard
Credit Cards?

P0 BOX 130336. SUNRISE. FL 33313

Now you can have two of the most recognized and
VISA and
accepted credit cards in the world
MasterCard' credit cards . in your name ' EVEN '
YES! I want VISA 'MasterCard
IF YOU ARE NEW IN CREDIT or HAVE BEEN
, credit cards. Enclosed find $15.00
TURNED DOWN BEFORE,
which is 100% refundable if not approved immediately.
VISA and MasterCard the credit cards
you deserve and need for • ID • BOOKS
• DEPARTMENT STORES • TUMON
NAME
• ENTERTAINMENT. EMERGENCY CASH

• TICKETS • RESTAURANTS
• HOTELS • GAS • CAR RENTALS I ADDRESS
• REPAIRS • AND TO BUILD
YOUR CREDIT RATING! CITY

oc'

GUARANTEED!
GOLD CARD
VISA
MASTERCARD

to-st' c.,at

STATE

ZIP

I PHONE #
SOC SECURITY #

GUARANTEED ISSUE
OR MONEY BACK

SIGNATURE
Approval absotutely
guaranteed so Kan IA
pul Ilus card loaay I
Your Ct., cards are waittng'

MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY

For more information see the Officer Selection Officer Monday in the Union or
Tuesday in the Placement Office from 10 arn to 4 pm.

Arm
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IN OTHER ROSE SPORTS...

Current starters Garrett Gehlhausen (22), and Dan Palozzollo (11) help a player in a past game.
photo by Matt McDonough

Rose soccer regroups after losses
tournament. The squad was out- teams record is on pace for the
shot 24-20 in the two matches. same disappointment. Although
The goal was the fourth for the record doesn't reflect it, the
Causey this year making him the team probably has the potential
leading scorer for Rose.
to do great things this year. It all
The individual highlights were depends on which one, or group,
not enough for the Engineers to of the players decides to step up
win however, and Ruark doesn't to the challenge.
like what he has been seeing.
"It's gut-checking time for some
As of press time, the team is
of our players. We need to get getting ready to host Anderson in
things turned around soon," he an Indiana College Athletic Consaid. "The schedule doesn't per- ference match on Wednesday.
mit us to stand still and feel sor- This weekend Rose will travel to
ry for ourselves." The team is the St. Louis area to take on
scoring many more goals than Principia and Maryville colthe pace of last year, but the leges.

by Ken Koziol
Sports Editor
The Rose-Hulman soccer team
played in the Illinois Benedictine
Invitational last weekend in
Lisle, Illinois. The team suffered
identical 3-1 losses to both Illinois Benedictine and MacMurray to drop its record to 2-4-1.
Coach Greg Ruark is not about
to stand back and make excuses
for his team's play either.
"We're playing very passive and
tentative — just like last year,"
said the coach. Forwards Andy
Causey and Garrett Gehlhausen
scored Rose's lone goals in the

HELL-)

by Ken Koziol
Sports Editor
Cross-Country: In a recent race at the Midwest Collegiate meet at Wisconsin Parkside University, Rose
attained it's goal in placing 16th out of the 28 teams.
Individual standout for the Engineers was sophomore
Chris Wilson who placed 34th overall in a time of 26:28.
His time was good enough to tie for 16th on the Engineer's all-time top 20 list. "Chris ran as well as we've
had anyone perform in a big meet — like the Midwest
Collegiate — for several years," said Rose Coach Bill
Welch. Bob Jacobs and Jason Lueking finished 84th and
88th respectively.
"They were trying to work together," admitted
Welch, who is looking for Frank Visingardi, Brian
Moench, and Greg Dixon to join Jacobs and Lueking at
the head of the pack. "We need to close the gap more
and become more consistent as a team," Welch said.
Tennis: Recently, Eric Berzsenyi continued his winning ways in a match against Wabash College with wins
at No. 3 singles and doubles. At the ICAC Tournament at
DePauw University, he placed third in the No. 2 singles
division. No. 3 doubles team of Jonathon Drew and Steve
MacGruder finished second. Other players making contributions are Tony McAllister, Neil Petroff, and Rob
Reed.

Baptist
Student
Fellowship
October 5, 6 p.m.
United Ministries Center
321 N. 7th St.
TACO SUPPER followed
by a MOVIE

Register by Oct. 3
Call 232-0186 for a ride

LOCKEIN
September 29-30
7 PAL- 10 a.m.
AT
United Ministries Center
321 N. 7th St.
232-0186
AN OVERNIGHT WITH
FILMS, FOOD. FUN
AND FELLOWSHIP!

Quotes of the Week
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Ah, we're back down to manageable size on the quotes this week! Keep them coming, thanks to those of you who send
them in. Send quote, teacher's name,class, and your name to BOX 643 or the Thorn. By the way, remember that many of
these quotes are taken way out of context! Just because it sounds bad doesn't mean it's not perfectly innocent.
c)-.101-

"The quote page is just marvellous!"
"Where's Ron, that rat fink?"
"You're looking at me in a very nasty tone of voice."
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To
TOP Ten Reasons to
be Homecoming Queen
1) To find out which one of you sad specimens is most attractive to a bunch of geeks and losers.
2) It makes you eligible for a job at "Body Delight Exercise
Center," the spa with "feminine female operators." To
offer you that 'Extra' that nobody else can. (See GTE
phone book, p. 167)
3) You can get off work at Stuckey's for the day of the big
competition.
4) You can be the envy of all the girls at this school.
5) Not everyone can have a social life.

6) You never know when the prize, a wedge of Grade D government cheese, could come in handy.
7) It gives you the chance to represent your hosting fraternity
at next year's Greekfest in fabulous Virginia Beach, Virginia.
8) You can have some candy, little girl.
9) There won't be any difficult questions, such as "What state
do you represent?" like on the Miss America Pageant.
10) The competition is in the morning, so it won't interfere with
your evening plans of sitting out on the 'Bash and
screaming at passing cars with your biker-chick friends.

-Dr. Young, Networks
"I haven't even looked in (my) prof account yet, and I'm not about to!"
-Dr. Young, CS490 (How to Make Love to the VAX)
"We'll get pregnant on Monday. Bring a condom if you don't want to get pregnant."
"Abstinence does not make the heart grow fonder!"
"...you know that more than three million sexual partners would cause some problems"
-Dr. Brophy, Human Sexuality
"Here, I'll write it in Chinese for you."
-Dr. Wang on turbidity
"Well, that won't be on the test!"
-Dr. Kra use, after forgetting how to conjugate verstehen
"The answer is not only yes, but hell yes!"
-Dr. Moloney, E&M
"Imagine I'm Vanna White..."
-Dr. Kyker, placing letters on the board
"This is something you'll want to memorize and maybe understand."
-Prof. Krumpholz
"The following criteria will be used for judging... scene protrayed (morally acceptable) ..."
-Homecoming Banner rules. Interestingly enough, there is no such stipulation for the cheers
"Purple? Uh, purple... purple... er, purple?"
-Dr. Benjaminov, showing the finer points of making a model fit the picture
"Are they son of a bitches? Yeah, they're son of a bitches. But they're our son-of-a-bitches!"
-Dr. Smith, on the China Massacre from Henry Kissinger's point of view
"Mary goes to St. Mary's. St. Mary's is a big place. Therefore, Mary is big."
-Dr. Luegenbiehl's philosophy test
"I don't mind you sleeping in here."
"It's only in your mind that you have a girlfriend."
"People who walk around and say, 'I don't have a mind, I only have a brain,' are materialists."
-Dr. Luegenbiehl, Philosophy
"What do I know about numbers?"
-Dr. Winkel, Cak I
"I appreciate your editorial/generosity, but keep your hands off my problems!"
-Dr. Schmidt, Calculus, talking to students who change his test problems
"I don't know how I'm going to handle this dating thing. I know what kind of guy I was."
-Dr. Bremmer on letting his daughters date when they're old enough
"You've got to do more than kick the tires and light the fires to get those puppies off the ground!"
-Lt. Col. Wright, AS200
"There's only one hole that I stick my finger in."
-SFC Hitt during CPR class
"I'm sorry that I didn't turn in a weekly report this week, can I turn in two next week?"
-Cdt. Westmoreland to Cdt. Evarts

TOP Ten Reasons To See Second City at the Homecoming Concert
1. No Hautians ... you can't see this from the
hood of your car.
2. It'll be warmer than Springquest '89.
3. No obnoxious shirts for sale.
4. Collette will be there!

5. No ISU students ... they all think it's in Chicago.
6. They're not harpists.
7. Charlie Wiener won't be there.
8. SGA actually sent the check!
9. Invite a Woodsie! It's in the fieldhouse!
10. If you don't like the show, lake Sprout!
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(Editor's Note: About now, some freshmen should be realizing that they can't hack it at
Rosem. For your into, but hopefully not for your use, here is an ISU application in case you
really get desperate. Freshmen, that is, or brain damaged individuals who give themselves
concussions by leaning back too far in their chair during Microprocessors and Applications.)

Academic Qualifications. Were you on the:

Intellectually Stunted Undergraduates (ISU) — Admission Application
(Note: This is also available on videotape)

Did you pass any courses in High School?

Return this form to the ISU admissions office on any weekday (that's when the soaps are on) before the big
hand is on the 12 and the little hand is on the 5.
Name: ( ) X

BASKETBALL TEAM
( ) Football team
( ) Baseball Team
( ) Pep Band (Do you know any Willie Nelson?)
( ) Glee Club

( ) Yes (See waiver 32-C: You may be overqualified)
( ) No
( ) I passed things in the bathroom
Did you graduate from high school?

( ) Other (explain)-

( ) No
Age: ( ) Old enough to be kicked
( ) Pretty sure of birth date.
( ) Baseball Season
( ) Basketball Season
( ) Planting Time
( ) Now is the time..

out of the house
Were you born during:
( ) Football Season
( ) Hockey Season
( ) Harvest Time
( ) Miller Time

SAT Scores: ( ) Positive

( ) Negative

( ) You have to take me, anyway!

If Positive, enter pathetic 2 or 3-digit result here'

( ) Female
Sex: ( ) Male
( ) Not sure. When dad finds condoms in your dresser he:
( ) says "That's my boy! Chip off the old block!"
( ) grabs his shotgun

Do you worship Larry Byrd?
( ) Yes

( ) Of Course

( ) Sheeee000t Yeah!

( ) Only in my Dreams

Do you have a:

If female, how many times have you been pregnant?
(Use exponential numbers if necessary)
Home Town: ( ) In Indiana

( ) Yes (Then why are you going to ISU?)

( ) Pickup
( ) Pickup with Gunrack
( ) Pickup w/ Rebel Flag
( ) Pickup Line
( I Picked up for Vagrancy

( ) Not In Indiana

Can we borrow it?

( ) Yes

( ) No

Unemployment No:
(If you do not have one yet, we will supply you with one)
Does it weigh more than your girlfriend?
Mother's Name*
Father's Name (If unknown attach list of three suspects)*
Religious Affiliation: ( ) Christian
Are you married to your:
( ) Cousin
( ) Sister

( ) Chevy

( ) Sow

( (Ford

( ) Yes
( ) Pagan

( ) No

Intended Major:
( ) Philosophy
( ) Drama
( (English
( ) Will just wander around in a daze for four years then apply for work as a bagboy.
you
think there is a difference between these last two items)
)
General
Education
(In
case
(
( ) No thank you, I'm just getting a minor.
Would you like to take any classes?
( ) No
( ) If I'm bored
( ) Yes
What grades would you like?
( )B
( )C
( )A

( ) No

( ) Not until the baby is born

What classes did you take in high school?
( ) Shop
( ) Wood Shop
( ) Metal Shop
( ) Auto Shop
( ) Shop II
( ) Shop III
( ) Home Shopping
( ) Shop Talk
( ) Home Ec. (also known as Kitchen Shop)

What drugs have you taken:
( ) Weed
(
Incense

( ) Weeds
( ) Coke
( ) Pepsi
( ) Toad Skins
( ) Bananer Peels

Have you suffered from any forms of mental illness or insanity?
( ) I forget
( ) Not that I can remember
( ) Hahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha

( ) Why do you want to know?

(we don't give anything lower)

Will you participate in extracurricular activities?
( ) Yes
) No
( ) What?

In the space provided, write us an essay on anything you want, so we may assess (look it up) your writing
ability:

Can you spell your name and get it right most of the time?
(No
( (Yes
( )X
Do you know any words of more than four letters?
) No
( ) What does "letters" mean?
( ) Yes
Can you count to:

) 10 with your shoes on

( ) 21 with your fly up

(If you've gotten this far, you're obviously a troublemaker.)
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